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Abstract 
Drying is a key processing techniques used in food engineering which demands continual developments on 
advanced analysis techniques in order to optimize the product and the process. In this regard, plant based 
materials are a frequent subject of interest where microstructural studies can provide a clearer understanding on 
the fundamental physical mechanisms involved. In this context, considering numerous challenges of using 
conventional numerical grid-based modelling techniques, a meshfree particle based model was developed to 
simulate extreme deformations of plant microstructure during drying. The proposed technique is based on a 
particle based meshfree method: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and a Discrete Element Method 
(DEM). A tissue model was developed by aggrading individual cells modelled with SPH-DEM coupled 
approach by initializing the cells as hexagons and aggregating them to form a tissue. The model also involves a 
middle lamella resembling real tissues. Using the model, different dried tissue states were simulated with 
different moisture content, the turgor pressure, and cell wall contraction effects. Compared to the state of the art 
grid-based microscale plant tissue drying models, the proposed model is capable of simulating plant tissues at 
lower moisture contents which results in excessive shrinkage and cell wall wrinkling. Model predictions were 
compared with experimental findings and a fairly good agreement was observed both qualitatively and 
quantitatively.  
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Introduction 
Dehydration or drying is one of the most popular food preservation techniques used in the food industry. In 
drying process, the food materials subject to excessive moisture reductions which result in excessive structural 
deformations of the food material. In the literature, there is a comprehensive collection of the conventional 
empirical and theoretical models that relate different physical properties of the food materials during drying. 
But, based on the practical challenges and limitations of popular grid-based modelling techniques such as Finite 
Element Methods (FEM) and Finite Different Methods (FDM), numerical modelling has not been well explored 
on food materials under drying conditions. In this background, we have developed a meshfree based numerical 
modelling approach for microscale modelling of plant cells during drying (Karunasena et al., 2014b)The 
fundamental difference between grid based methods and meshfree methods is the discretisation 
  
Fig. 1 Tissue model and cell-cell force interactions: (a) hexagonal shaped cells are used for tissue initialization with positive pectin layer gap. (b) 
Interacting wall particle pairs of adjacent cells. (c) Pectin layer stiff forces. (d) Cell-cell repulsion forces. ( : fluid particles;    & : wall particles) 
 
technique used. In meshfree methods, interconnected meshes or grids are not involved as in the case of FEM or 
DEM. The discretisation is achieved by representing the problem domain using non-connected particles that can 
time-evolve to produce new states. Due to the fundamental benefit of grid-free nature of these meshfree 
methods, they are more capable of handling problems that characterise excessive geometric deformations and 
multi phase systems. Our model is based on one of the most popular meshfree techniques: Smoothed Particle 
Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977; Liu and Liu, 2003) and is coupled with a Discrete 
Element Method (DEM) to model plant cells. SPH is used to model cell protoplasm (cell fluid) and DEM is 
used to model the cell wall. In our previous works (Karunasena et al., 2012c, 2012d, 2014b), we have presented 
how a single cell can be modelled with this technique to study moisture content and turgor pressure driven 
structural deformations under drying conditions. In this work, we demonstrate how a tissue model can be 
developed using such a single cell drying model by incorporating several new improvements. Sections below 
describe how the model was developed and how the model predictions were compared with experimental 
findings on apple parenchyma cell drying (Karunasena et al., 2014a; Mayor et al., 2005).  
  
Materials and Methods 
Firstly the individual cells were modelled in two-dimension (2-D) according to the procedure introduced in our 
previous work (Karunasena et al., 2014b). Such individual cells were initiated as hexagons as shown in Fig. 1 
and were bonded together by two fundamental force interactions: Pectin layer stiffness and Lenard Jones (LJ) 
type repulsion forces between them. Using this method, a sample tissue model of 37 cells was generated and 
drying conditions were established by varying the moisture content and turgor pressure. For this purpose we 
used a moisture-content-domain based approach which was introduced in our previous works (Karunasena et al., 
2012c, 2012d, 2014b). Further, based on the experimental evidence of moisture content dependent positive 
turgor pressure existence in cells when they are subjected moisture deficiencies (Barker et al., 1993; Blum, 
2011; Hills and Remigereau, 1997; Marshall and Dumbroff, 1999; Neumann, 1995), we simply assumed that the 
turgor pressure will remain positive during drying that would linearly reduce with the reduction of the cell fluid 
mass. Therefore, when 200 kPa is used as the fresh cell turgor pressure, the dried tissues of:      = 0.8,      = 
0.6,      = 0.4  
 
 
Fig. 2 SEM images of apple cells at different states of dryness: (a)     = 1.0. (b)      = 0.5. (c)      = 0.2. 
 
and      = 0.3 were simulated by initially setting the turgor pressures to: 160 kPa, 120 kPa, 80 kPa and 60 kPa 
in each cells. At the end of each tissue time evolution, the dry basis moisture content   (= kg water / kg dry 
material) was computed and related with steady state cell deformations which were quantified using a set of 
cellular geometrical parameters: cell area ( ), ferret diameter1 ( ), perimeter ( ), roundness2 ( ), elongation3 
(  ) and compactness4 ( ). Further, in order to facilitate analysis and comparison of the model performances, 
normalized parameters (   ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,      ⁄  and    ⁄ ) were involved used. For model 
validation, these results were compared with experimental data for apple cell drying obtained from our 
experiments (Karunasena et al., 2014a) (see Fig. 2) and literature (Mayor et al., 2005).  
 
Results and Discussion 
When considering the 37-cell tissue as seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 extensive shrinkage patterns can be observed 
with cell wall local wrinkling or warping. This is in close agreement with the wrinkled cell walls of realistic 
dried tissues (see Fig. 2(b) and (c)). To elaborate these trends quantitatively, the geometric parameters 
introduced were studied and as seen from Fig. 5, predictions are fairly in a good agreement with the 
experimental findings. Model predictions show a slightly rapid shrinkage during the latter part of drying (X⁄X_0 
< 0.6) which replicates what is observed from the experimental curves. All these observations highlight the 
capability of the proposed tissue model to replicate realistic tissue deformations during drying. 
                                                           
1 √   ⁄  
2        
3 √   ⁄   ma or axis length  
4 ma or axis length minor axis length 
  
Fig. 3 37-cell tissue model: (a) Initial condition before simulations. (b) Turgid condition:      = 1.0 &    = 200    . Dried conditions: (c) 
     = 0.8 &    = 160    . (d)      = 0.6 &    = 120    . (e)      = 0.4 &    = 80    . (f)      = 0.3 &    = 60    . 
 
 
Fig. 4 37-cell tissue model (enlarged view): (a) Initial condition before simulations. (b) Turgid condition:      = 1.0 &    = 200    . 
Dried conditions: (c)      = 0.8 &    = 160    . (d)      = 0.6 &    = 120    . (e)      = 0.4 &    = 80    . (f)      = 0.3 &    = 60 
   . 
 
 
Fig. 5 Influence of moisture content reduction for cellular geometric property variations of tissues: (a)    ⁄ . (b)    ⁄ . (c)    ⁄ . (d)    ⁄ . 
(e)      ⁄ . (f)    ⁄ . (Error bars indicate one standard deviation) 
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Conclusion 
A 2-D meshfree particle based model was developed by coupling SPH with DEM to simulate 
microscale morphological changes of plant tissues during drying. We specifically used a hexagonal 
cell shape and a positive pectin layer gap in the tissue model in order to represent the frequently 
observed honeycomb cellular structure of plant tissues which also owns middle lamella of a finite 
thickness. The proposed SPH-DEM tissue model provides a reliable means of numerically studying 
the cellular drying phenomena which involves complex physics. The model can be further improved 
by using advanced cell wall models, fluid-wall interaction models and incorporating multiscale 
techniques to model bulk tissues in a computationally efficient manner.   
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